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whole matter, it will, I think, be agreed that, in all income
groups, for the great bulk of income receivers the supply of
work is markedly inelastic. It follows that, whatever group
of persons of like incomes we are considering, the difference
made to aggregate sacrifice by choosing one or "another an-
nouncement formula with income as object of assessment
from among those that are practically open to us x is likely,
so far as the argument has gone hitherto, to be small.
§ 10. This, however, is not the end of the matter. So far
we have tacitly supposed that all sorts of income tax are
non-differential as between various types of work in which
people may choose to engage. In fact this is only true of
one type — proportionate income tax. With progressive
income tax there may be very heavy differentiation against
enterprises in which there is a chance of large gain to be set
against the chance of large loss, as compared with safe enter-
prises of equal actuarial promise. For, if ten men between
them invest £100,000 in a safe enterprise yielding 5 per cent,
there result ten incomes of £500 each ; but, if the ten invest
in ten hazardous enterprises of equal aggregate promise and
nine of them lose their money, the successful one must receive
in compensation an income of £5000, the aggregate tax on
which is much larger than on ten incomes of £500 each.2
Stamp pointed out that this differentiation is eliminated so
far as risks are covered by insurance, the premiums for which
enter as (untaxed) expenses of the business. Many risks in
industry are in fact covered in this way — ships, for example,
are regularly insured against loss at sea — but others, such
as the risk of failure in new ventures, cannot be so covered.3
There is a strong presumption that the consequent differentia-
tion must unduly check daring in industry, thus indirectly
damaging production and, through it, aggregate satisfaction.
Pro tanto, therefore, the disadvantage on the announcement
side of steeply progressive, as compared with proportionate
income tax, is more serious than the consideration set out in
the last section suggests.
1	Under cover of this phrase I rule out formulae of the type described
at the end of § 6, under which all incomes in excess of a defined sum are taxed
20s. in the £.
2	Of. Hawtrey, The Economic Problem, p. 371.
8 Cf. " Taxation, Bisk-bearing and the Price Level ", Economic Journal,
June 1928, pp. 208-9.

